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**Timeline Travel Tool** pins the buildings of historic cities on a timeline and on a map, in order to trigger visual cognition to facilitate learning architectural history. It gives users the chance of making time travel while studying architectural history as it is possible to go forward and backward in time to see changes in architecture and style, and learn about the buildings by simply clicking on them.

- You can see the evolution of building activities, changes of styles and variations in patronage at a glance.

- By simply clicking on the building names on a timeline, you can learn about the structures of historic cities; Istanbul, Rome, Ravenna, and many more!

- You can filter and show buildings or art works of desired periods, patrons or styles.

- You can automatically create graphs and maps that would allow you to analyze the evolution of architectural history in a chosen time period or location.

- You can create your own timelines or you can encourage your students to collaboratively prepare a timeline.

- You can contribute to the library of Timeline Travel by preparing and suggesting your timeline to the editors.

---

**Timeline Travel e-Learning Platform** works in connection with Timeline Travel Tool and it is the first e-learning platform dedicated to art and architectural history education. Of course, it can be adopted to any other subject or field and it is totally free!

- You may enroll in and study the courses freely available on the platform about Ottoman, Byzantine, Late Ancient, Renaissance and Baroque architecture.

- You can use this free e-learning platform to prepare your own lectures and assign them to your students.

- You may incorporate articles, videos, external links, quizzes, tasks and links to buildings on Timeline Travel Tool while creating your lectures.

- You can create private groups for your students, communicate them through forums, monitor their progress and grade their tasks or assignments.

---

Timeline Travel is not only for art and architectural historians! Architects, urban planners, historians and anyone who needs to visualize data with a map and whose timeline could freely benefit from the outputs of the project.